Which
Sendero
Next?

With the path of inequality cleared, where
do female conservations go from here?
article by Mary O. Parker

meagan hooker zips along the dusty
sendero in the Polaris, carting Texas
Brigades’ cadets from station to station nonstop for nearly three hours. One look at the
swirling south-Texas soil traveling behind
the 16-year-old high school senior, and you
know that by the time she finishes she’ll
have eaten a lot of dirt.
“Non-stop” might as well be Hooker’s middle name. During the
13th Battalion of the South Texas Buckskin Brigade (STBUB), she
had earned the invitation to serve as a Special Agent by mentoring
Brigade cadets and conducting educational programs during the
school year.” But, this early June camp marks just the beginning;
before summer’s end, Hooker will participate in four out of six
Brigades’ camps.
That’s a lot of dirt.
That’s also a serious commitment to conservation and helps
explain why TWA named the National Honor Society student
and president of the 15-month Texas Brigades Wildlife Intensive
Leadership Development (W.I.L.D.) 2012-2013 class as its 2012
Youth Volunteer of the Year.
In the past, even with a go-getter spirit like hers, Hooker’s gender
might have clipped her wings just as she set off to soar. Today,
however, thanks to the trailblazing of prior generations, the thorny
brush of inequality has been cleared enabling her and other young
women like her – including the ladies who will capture STBUB Top
Herd honors – to vigorously pursue conservation-related lifestyles.
Tina Y. Buford, who served two one-year terms as TWA’s first
female president from 2009-2011, knows this first-hand. “The
generations prior to us – the Bass’s, the Temples, the Armstrongs
– that generation had the challenge of convincing others they
could speak with authority on the subject of conservation and
stewardship. They had the challenge of convincing the culture that
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they should be listened to, that this is not just a gender specific
passion, this feeling of involvement with the land,” she explained.
“And without them doing that, even 10 or 15 years ago, I don’t
think I would’ve been considered a viable candidate for presidency.
Not because of TWA, but because that was the cultural norm.”
Stated TWA CEO Gary Joiner, “Tina was our first female
president, but I’m confident she won’t be our last. Women have
always had influence in the wildlife and conservation community
but now, more and more, they have titles of authority that reflect
this level of expertise and influence. They’ve always been out there
walking the land. In past generations, their recognition may have
come in association with a man’s name or title because of the culture
of the time. Not any more. Women are now fully recognized and
respected in the wildlife and conservation community, on their
own merits, as ranch managers, ranch owners, consultants, wildlife
biologists, and in other influential roles.
According to Joiner, the number of women landowners in Texas
continues to grow in both size and scope. “I’m told they’re the
most rapidly growing demographic of landowners in the state. This
underserved group is in need of knowledge and expertise. That’s
part of why TWA established a Women of the Land program and
advisory committee to reach out to both these new and advanced
land stewards. Participants in the program learn everything from
how to operate large equipment to plant identification, to habitat
management.”
A look at Texas A&M University enrollment records over
the last 13 years supports Joiner’s words; women now outpace
men in their pursuit of agricultural science degrees. In fall 1999,
stats for the Agriculture Department as a whole indicated that
females comprised 45 percent of attendees. Within the agriculture
department’s Wildlife and Fisheries Science (WFSC) program that
semester, females accounted for 42 percent of enrollment. By fall
2011, females made up the majority constituting 52 percent of
those enrolled in the Department of Agriculture as a whole, and
54.5 percent of those in WFSC. Where males once accounted
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for over half of those pursing agricultural
science degrees at Texas A&M University,
we now find the opposite true.
Hooker’s generation now faces other
challenges. Ardent conservationist and
TWA Director Deborah Clark explained,
“Those women are becoming mothers or will
soon become mothers with the challenge of
unplugging their children and getting them
outside. Somehow, this generation of young
women conservationists will have to make
the appreciation kids have for the outdoors
not just a do-gooder hobby but a way of
life.”
Buford agreed that the next generation
has unique tasks to tackle. “Those before
us made certain things possible for my
generation,” she said. “And, I think that
the next generation, because of the work
done by mine, will be even further ahead,
able to make a bigger impact. So, many
of the phrases and words, for example,
‘land stewardship,’ are just beginning to be
commonly used, but the challenge is still
to make it relevant in places like Dallas,
Houston, and San Antonio. Since we’ve
already introduced the terminology, the
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Carter Smith, Executive
Director of TPWD, shared
the important role a woman
played in creating his own
childhood connection. “For
me, it has always been about
the wild things and wild places.
I largely have my grandmother
to thank for that. She loved the
land, the birds, the wildlife, and
everything about the natural
58"%*3&$503%&#03")$-"3,$3&%*545)&$0/4&37"5*0/
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world. One of her earliest
HSBTQTZOFSHJFTCFUXFFOMJWFTUPDL XJMEMJGF BOEQMBOUDPNNVOJUJFT0G
gifts to me was a subscription
IFSQBTTJPOUPMFBSOBOETVCTFRVFOUDPOUSJCVUJPOT $MBSLTIBSFT m*XBT
MJLFBTQPOHF*TPBLFEJUVQBOEIBEUPTRVFF[FJUCBDLPVU5IJTJTB
to Texas Parks and Wildlife
DPNNVOJUZBCPVUHJWJOHCBDLn
Magazine. I miss her dearly,
but am forever grateful for the
interest in wildlife that she helped instill in have now and on into the future.”
Clark entered the conservation arena just
me at an early age.”
With both genders sharing deep affilia- eight years ago when she stopped running
tions for the land, the question arises: Do the company she’d created and found herself
women connect to it differently? If so, how hungry to understand the ever-changing
might their approach to conservation differ variables involved in land and ranch
management. “I became a workshop junkie,”
from their male counterparts?
Clark, who, with her husband Emry, she quipped. “I’d say my mentors are Tamara
practices holistic planned grazing on Trail, Jenny Sanders, Helen Holdsworth and
their 14,200 acres of Clay County native Tina Y. Buford. These are the women who
prairie, responded: “I do think we connect helped me first when I had no idea what I
differently. For example, I have a phrase: was doing.”
With such scaffolding now in place,
‘Becoming intimate with
the land.’ My husband is a woman interested in entering the
as close to this land as conservation arena today no longer needs to
anyone, but he would clear her own overwhelming and overgrown
never say words like that. trail before getting started. Instead, Hooker
It came from going to and others will find options made visible
QuailMasters (a joint by those who tread there before them. As
educational program of Buford put it, “When you’re not preoccupied
Texas AgriLife Extension with whether something is possible or not,
and TWA), where you you can get to work on what’s possible.”
But with so many paths now wide-open,
learn about the plants
which sendero do tomorrow’s female
on
your
own
ranch.
That
'03.&3&%6$"503BOEBDVSSFOU58"%JSFDUPS4VF1SJDF GBSMFGU JOXIJUF
whole process helped me conservationists venture down next?
CMPVTF IPTUTDIJMESFOGPS-"/%4XPSLTIPQTPOIFSSBODI1SJDFIPQFTUIF
QSPHSBNXJMMFODPVSBHFHJSMTUPQVSTVFTUFXBSETIJQSFMBUFEDBSFFSTm8JUI
Clark poignantly offered this suggestion:
become intimate with
TVDIDBSFFST nTIFTBZT mFWFOJGUIFZDBOlUBGGPSEUPCVZUIFJSPXOMBOE ZPVOH
XPNFODBOGJOEXBZTUPHFUPVUPOUIFMBOE MPWFJU BOEUFBDIPUIFSTBCPVUJUn
my land. I think it’s that “How we choose to promote the choice
women want to know we’ve made to live this lifestyle is important.
the details in a way that We need to make sure the message gets out
there that it is a conscious choice. That this is
they can feel them.”
Buford
replied how we want to live our lives. It’s no longer a
judiciously, “I know what competitive gender battle. Rather, it’s simply
I feel, and it is a sense about being authentic, living how you
of nurturing. I want to were intended to live and in an intentional
be very careful not to manner.”
Clark’s words linger on the hot edge
discount what men may
feel, but I suspect that a of that South Texas sendero as Hooker
lot of what women feel expertly maneuvers the Polaris. Once the
5)&m5)&#6$,,*$,&34 nBOBMMGFNBMFDBEFUUFBN DBQUVSFE5PQ)FSE
is an extension of being wake of her dust settles, it becomes clear
IPOPSTBUUIFUI#BUUBMJPOPGUIF4PVUI5FYBT#VDLTLJO#SJHBEFTJOFBSMZ
a mother, that desire to that this is one young woman who intends
+VOF)FSE-FBEFS GBSMFGU ,FOOB4UBQQ BSFDFOU5FYBT".6OJWFSTJUZ"H
4DJFODFHSBE $BEFUT MS "NCFS5PNMJOTPO  ,BZMB1PPSNBO  .ZDB
take care of the health to live intentionally.
3FFE  "NBOEB-BOJFS  ,BUJF&BDSFUU  BOE"TTJTUBOU)FSE-FBEFS
and integrity of what we
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next generation should be able to move
more quickly. They won’t have to start with
the fundamentals.”
Retired educator and TWA Director Sue
Price, who with her husband Gary, won the
2007 Leopold Land Conservation Award
for Texas, and, in 2011, the Outstanding
Rangeland Stewardship Award for their
commitment to sustainable practices on
their 2,160–acre “77 Ranch.” Sue works to
deliver that terminology – conservation
and stewardship – to children through
TWA’s Learning Across New Dimensions in
Science (L.A.N.D.S.) program. “I’m hoping
that through the L.A.N.D.S. program,
some of the girls involved can see a career,
maybe as a biologist or something like that.
A lot of times, we have a woman wildlife
biologist from the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department (TPWD) there,” she said.
Even though Price grew up in the city,
visiting her grandparents in the country
planted the seeds for the conservationist
she would become. “As a child, you’re
so impressionable. I can still hear that
bobwhite whistle from when I was a little
girl,” she shared. “If the kids can get on the
land, they can have a connection.”

